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Family Tradition

Mühle-Glashütte is the only watch manufacturer in the

By choosing to manufacture measuring devices, he laid the

in which he was responsible for marine chronometers and

German town of Glashütte that is still owned by a long-

foundations for the values that have shaped the history of

ship‘s timepieces.

established local family. The company has now been based

the Mühle family and its products right up to the present

in Glashütte over five generations of the Mühle family. The

day: maximum precision and the best possible readability.

fact that Mühle-Glashütte is still run as an independent

After the reunification of Germany, Hans-Jürgen Mühle
made the most of his regained freedom and re-established

family company is not a matter of course, but instead the

In 1972, Hans-Jürgen Mühle was forced to accept the

the family company. In doing so, he applied the knowledge

achievement of its courageous founders, who are also

incorporation of the family company into the publicly owned

that he had acquired when manufacturing tools and

willing to explore the new and unknown.

East German company VEB Glashütter Uhrenbetriebe

instruments to the production of marine chronometers and

(Glashütte Watchmaking Plants). He initially worked as the

ship’s timepieces, thus initiating the ‘nautical transformation’

The history of Mühle-Glashütte began in the year 1869, when

Plant Manager of his expropriated company and over the

in the company’s history.

Robert Mühle founded his very own company in Glashütte.

years, he worked his way up to the position of Sales Manager,
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Nautical
Wristwatches

Water is the source of all life. This life-giving

Water is also an element with awesome power.

Just like every other Mühle watch, the watches

element also forms the origin of our company as

Rescue workers at the Deutsche Gesellschaft zur

in this line concentrate on measuring the time

in 1994, we re-established the company founded

Rettung Schiffbrüchiger (German Maritime Search

accurately and displaying it at a glance - only they

by our ancestors and began making timepieces

and Rescue Service) in particular often have to

do it a touch more robustly.

for professional navigation. Shortly afterwards,

battle this strong element. We developed this line

we introduced our first wristwatch under the name

of watches for them and for everyone else who

“Nautische Instrumente Mühle-Glashütte”.

appreciates particularly resistant timepieces.

www.muehle-glashuette.de

Nautical Wristwatches

Seebataillon GMT
Titanium case
Ø 44.0 mm, H 12.7 mm
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S.A.R. Rescue-Timer

The function and design of the S.A.R. Rescue-Timer were

M1-41-03-KB

M1-41-03-MB

to a large extent determined by the captains in the German
Maritime Search and Rescue Service. These captains control
the rescue cruisers answering the call of duty to save sailors
in distress in all kinds of weather.
Ever since it was first developed, the S.A.R. Rescue-Timer

Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker
neck regulation. Case: stainless steel with rubber bezel. 4 mm thick,
anti-glare sapphire crystal with internally ground loupe. Ø 42.0 mm;
H 13.5 mm. Water-resistant to 100 bars. Dial: black. Super LumiNova
coated hands and indices, intensely luminous.

has been in long-term operation on the 56 rescue cruisers
of the German Maritime Search and Rescue Service, with
which we still constantly exchange ideas and experience.

www.muehle-glashuette.de

Nautical Wristwatches

S.A.R. Flieger-Chronograph

Movement: MU 9413, automatic with woodpecker neck regulation
and Glashütte three-quarter plate. Case: stainless steel. Ø 44.0 mm;
H 16.2 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars. Dial: black. Super LumiNova
coated hands and indices.

The rescue workers of the German Maritime Search and
Rescue Service and rescue pilots from the German Navy work
together on a regular basis, with the pilots coming in their Sea
King helicopters to help people in distress. It therefore made
perfect sense for us to compliment our S.A.R. Rescue-Timer
with a watch for these SAR pilots. The idea to develop such
a watch actually came from the Sea King crews themselves.

M1-41-33-KB

Even though their helicopters are equipped with the latest
technology, the time shown on a wristwatch continues to form
the basis for all time measurements necessary for navigation.
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M1-41-33-MB

Seebataillon GMT

Movement: ETA 2893-2, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker
neck regulation. Case: titanium with bidirectional bezel. Ø 44.0 mm;
H 12.7 mm. Water-resistant to 30 bars. Dial: blue. Super LumiNova
coated hands and indices.

Kampfschwimmer: This timepiece was specially developed for the
German Navy‘s elite unit of the same name. Movement: SW 200-1,
automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker neck regulation. Case:
Stainless steel. Ø 44.0 mm; H 15.1 mm. Water-resistant to 30 bars.
Dial: blue. Super LumiNova coated hands and indices.

For the German Navy Sea Battalion, we have developed
a special tactical watch with a useful GMT function. This
new model recognises the frequent deployments of the
M1-28-62-KB

Sea Battalion outside of Germany as it works to protect the
soldiers, ships and premises of the German Navy in harbours
and on the high seas. The organisation is also responsible for
protecting merchant ships against pirates and carrying out
embargo checks.

M1-28-92-NB
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Nautical Wristwatches

Rasmus 2000: Diver‘s watch. Movement: SW 200-1, automatic;
Mühle version with woodpecker neck regulation. Case: stainless
steel with protection against magnetic fields up to 80,000 A/m.
Ø 44.0 mm; H 17.5 mm. Water-resistant to 200 bars. Dial: blue, black
or orange. Super LumiNova coated hands and indices.

M1-28-87-MB

Marinus: Robust outdoor watch for fans of extreme sports.
Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with woodpecker
neck regulation. Case: stainless steel. Ø 44.0 mm; H 12.2 mm.
Water-resistant to 30 bars. Dial: black. Super LumiNova coated hands
and indices.

M1-28-43-KB
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Marinus GMT: Robust outdoor watch with a second time zone/24hr display. Movement: ETA 2893-2, automatic; Mühle version with
woodpecker neck regulation. Case: stainless steel with bidirectional
bezel. Ø 44.0 mm; H 12.2 mm. Water-resistant to 30 bars. Dial: black.
Super LumiNova coated hands and indices.

M1-28-53-MB

Classical
Timepieces

The earth is the foundation on which we all stand.

Glashütte, the small town in the Ore Mountains,

Earth is, however, not just home and fertile

There is, however, one spot on earth to which we

is our home. Alongside our tradition, it has made

countryside, but also burning desert. Even our

at Glashütte-Mühle are particularly attached: the

us what we are today: down-to-earth people with

classical watches are therefore characterised by

town of Glashütte. This is where our company

a penchant for straightforwardness and precision.

their power of resistance. After all, it is their job

continues to operate as a family-owned business

Our timepieces are just like us, and we take care

to tell the time reliably, no matter where and no

managed by the fifth generation of the Mühle

to ensure that they don‘t lose touch with their

matter when.

family.

roots, especially in the case of our elegant and
more luxurious watches.

www.muehle-glashuette.de

Classical Timepieces

Teutonia III Handaufzug
Kleine Sekunde
Ø 42.0 mm, H 12.2 mm
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Teutonia II Chronograph

The Teutonia II Chronograph is ticking evidence of how an

its own special dynamics. The diagonal displays for the date

elegant watch can be given a sporty touch. This is, of course,

and the weekday also contribute to this effect. The finely

first and foremost due to its timekeeping function, with the

equipped Teutonia II Chronograph certainly fulfills its role as

totalisers of the hour and minute counters giving the face

an elegant watch for the world of business.

www.muehle-glashuette.de

M1-30-95-LB

Classical Timepieces

Movement: MU 9413, automatic with woodpecker neck regulation and
Glashütte three-quarter plate. Case: brushed/polished stainless steel.
Ø 42.0 mm; H 15.5 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars. Dial: silver with
a guilloche finish or midnight blue with a grooved finish. Applied
indices, blackened hands.

Teutonia II Großdatum Chronometer: Limited edition with Grand
Data module. Movement: ETA 2892 with Jaquet 3532, automatic;
Mühle version with woodpecker neck regulation. Case: brushed/
polished stainless steel. Ø 41.0 mm; H 12.7 mm. Water-resistant
to 10 bars. Dial: silver with a guilloche finish or midnight blue with
a grooved finish. Limited edition: 250 pieces in each face colour.

M1-30-92-LB

M1-33-75-LB
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M1-33-76-LB

Teutonia II Family

Teutonia II Kleine Sekunde. Movement: SW 260-1, automatic;
Mühle version with woodpecker neck regulation. Case: brushed/
polished stainless steel. Ø 41.0 mm; H 13.0 mm. Water-resistant
to 10 bars. Dial: silver with a guilloche finish or midnight blue with
a grooved finish.

M1-33-45-LB

Our watches follow a clear line: they are reliable and easy-toread precision instruments. The intricate engine turning on
our Teutonia is therefore not only for decorative purposes,

M1-33-45-MB

but also uses its lines of different thicknesses to subdivide
the clearly arranged face. After all, alongside its downto-earth luxury, the Teutonia also has one primary task: to
accurately measure and display the time.

www.muehle-glashuette.de

M1-33-42-LB

Classical Timepieces

Teutonia II Tag/Datum. Movement: SW 240-1, automatic; Mühle
version with woodpecker neck regulation, Case: brushed/polished
stainless steel. Ø 41.0 mm; H 12.3 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars.
Dial: silver, guilloche finish.

M1-33-65-LB

Teutonia II Medium. Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle
version with woodpecker neck regulation. Ø 34.0 mm; H 11.7 mm.
Water-resistant to 10 bars. Dial: silver with a guilloche finish or
midnight blue with a grooved finish.

M1-30-25-MB
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M1-30-22-MB

Teutonia III Handaufzug

Teutonia III Handaufzug. Movement: MU 9412, hand-wound with
woodpecker neck regulation and Glashütte three-quarter plate. Case:
brushed/polished stainless steel with grooved bezel. Ø 42.0 mm,
H 11.2 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars.

Teutonia III Handaufzug Kleine Sekunde. Movement: MU 9415,
hand-wound with woodpecker neck regulation and Glashütte threequarter plate. Case: brushed/polished stainless steel with grooved
bezel. Ø 42.0 mm, H 12.2 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars.

The Teutonia III Handaufzug calls for a penultimate gentleman.
With its classic chic and a slight penchant for extravagance,
it is a companion exuding charisma at all times. In return,

M1-08-01-LB

however, it does require a certain degree of daily attention.
The heart of the Teutonia III Handaufzug beats for watch
aficionados who treat their hand-wound movement with
obliging attention, winding it at least every 42 hours.

www.muehle-glashuette.de

M1-08-11-LB

Classical Timepieces

Antaria Chronograph. Movement: MU 9413, automatic with
woodpecker neck regulation and Glashütte three-quarter plate.
Case: brushed/polished stainless steel. With a gold-plated bezel
in the anthracite-coloured model. Ø 42.0 mm; H 14.2 mm. Waterresistant to 5 bars. Dial: anthracite or opaline silver.

Antaria Tag/Datum. Movement: SW 220-1, automatic; Mühle
version with woodpecker neck regulation. Case: brushed/polished
stainless steel. With a gold-plated bezel in the anthracite-coloured
model. Ø 42.0 mm; H 11.5 mm. Water-resistant to 5 bars. Dial:
anthracite or opaline silver.

M1-08-11-MB

M1-39-05-LB
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M1-39-97-LB

Sporty Instrument
Watches

There is nothing that we humans need more

Nevertheless, we are now able to cover extremely

Watches have always been closely linked with

urgently than the air that we breathe. Even

long distances in a very short space of time. To

flying and are used, for example, in navigation.

though clean and clear air is an elementary

ensure that we don’t lose our bearings in the

The faces of these watches have to be designed

necessity of life, it is precisely in this air that we

process, we depend on precision measuring

with absolute clarity, just like the element in which

are least in our element. Moving on land and

instruments.

we want to use the watch to find our bearings.

swimming in water comes naturally to us, but it

Our sporty instrument watches breathe this

took technical devices to enable us to conquer

spirit, focusing on the basic function of a watch

the skies.

and boasting a clear-cut and unadorned design.

www.muehle-glashuette.de

Sporty Instrument Watches

Terrasport II
Ø 40.0 mm, H 10.0 mm
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Terranaut I Trail

Movement: MU 9413, automatic with a woodpecker neck regulation
and Glashütte three-quarter plate. Case: brushed stainless steel.
Ø 44.0 mm; H 13.6 mm. Water-resistant to 5 bars. Dial: black. Hour
markers and hands coated in Super LumiNova.

Terrasport I Chronograph. Movement: MU 9413, automatic with a
woodpecker neck regulation and Glashütte three-quarter plate. Case:
stainless steel with a brushed finish. Ø 44.0 mm; H 13.6 mm. Waterresistant to 5 bars. Dial: black or cream.

Only flying is better than this! This thought will certainly cross
some peoples‘ minds when they are racing down a dusty
mountain trail into the depths of the valley with the Terranaut
Trail on their wrist. Here at Nautische Instrumente MühleGlashütte, we only have one response to such a thought: you

M1-40-53-NB

should give everything a try at least once. The Terranaut Trail
would certainly also feel right at home when taken hang-gliding
or gliding. After all, this watch is precisely in its element both on
M1-37-74-LB

the land and in the air.

www.muehle-glashuette.de

Sporty Instrument Watches

Terrasport I. Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with
woodpecker neck regulation. Case: brushed stainless steel. Ø 44.0
mm; H 10.4 mm. Water-resistant to 5 bars. Dial: black or cream.

M1-37-37-LB

Terrasport I Beobachter. Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle
version with woodpecker neck regulation. Case: brushed stainless
steel. Ø 44.0 mm; H 10.4 mm. Water-resistant to 5 bars. Dial: black
or cream.

M1-37-34/4-LB
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Terrasport II. Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with
woodpecker neck regulation. Case: brushed stainless steel. Ø 40.0
mm; H 10.0 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars. Dial: black or cream.

M1-37-44-MB

M 29 Classic

Our Mühle watches are time measuring instruments with
a clearly defined instrument character that is the legacy of
our company’s over 145 years of tradition in manufacturing

M 29 Classic Einzeiger. Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle
version with woodpecker neck regulation. Case: brushed/polished
stainless steel. Ø 42.4 mm; H 11.3 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars.
Dial: cream.

precise measuring devices. Our M 29 Classic aims to make
an excellent impression right from the first glance, which is
why we have based the design of its face on a historical
Robert Mühle dial gauge.

M1-25-57-LB

M1-25-59-LB
M 29 Classic. Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with
woodpecker neck regulation. Case: brushed/polished stainless steel.
Ø 42.4 mm; H 11.3 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars. Dial: black or cream.

www.muehle-glashuette.de

Sporty Instrument Watches

M 29 Classic Kleine Sekunde. Movement: SW 290-1, automatic;
Mühle version with woodpecker neck regulation. Case: brushed/
polished stainless steel. Ø 42.4 mm; H 12.2 mm. Water-resistant to
10 bars. Dial: black or cream.

29er Chronograph. Movement: MU 9413, automatic with
woodpecker neck regulation and Glashütte three-quarter plate. Case:
brushed/polished stainless steel. Ø 42.4 mm; H 13.9 mm. Waterresistant to 10 bars. Dial: black or white.

29er Big. Movement: SW 200-1, automatic; Mühle version with
woodpecker neck regulation. Case: brushed/polished stainless steel.
Ø 42.4 mm; H 11.3 mm. Water-resistant to 10 bars. Dial: black or white.

M1-25-63-LB

M1-25-41-LB
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M1-25-33-MB

Manufacturing
and Technology

www.muehle-glashuette.de

Manufacturing and Technology

Mühle Rotor

Woodpecker Neck Regulation

Three-Quarter Plate

The Mühle rotor is the crowning glory of a Mühle automatic

The patented woodpecker neck regulation is a further

The three-quarter plate is a typical characteristic of high-

movement and is a prime example of just how many

development of the swan neck fine regulation that is

quality Glashütte watches. It gets its name from the fact

individual procedures are involved in the production of just

particularly shockproof as a result of its special shape. The

that it covers approximately three quarters of the watch

one individual component, as the following overview shows:

woodpecker neck regulation therefore not only facilitates

movement. In line with the Glashütte tradition, the plate

the particularly sensitive adjustment of Mühle watches, but

developed by Mühle is also fitted with the classic Glashütte

also makes them extremely robust.

click and a removable escape wheel bridge.

• The first stage involves producing the middle segment of the
rotor from a brass blank in the parts manufacture process.
• The middle segment is then deburred by hand and finished
with Glashütte solarisation.
• The finished middle segment is given a protective coating
that is so fine that it does not conceal the grainings.
• Four gold-plated rivets are then used to connect the middle
segment to the rotor‘s rotating weight.
• The rotor is fitted with a ball bearing in order to ensure an
efficient winding response.

The woodpecker neck

• Once all of these stages have been completed, the rotor can

regulation

finally be fitted to the watch movement.

and

the

three-quarter plate in
the Mühle chronograph
movement MU 9413.
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